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Introduction
Endovascular

techniques

and safety of Medtronic neurovascular products, including
for

the

minimally

invasive
aneurysms and acute ischaemic strokes in real-life.6

treatment of aneurysms and strokes have evolved rapidly.

primary outcomes of this study are complete occlusion of
diversion devices facilitate the safe treatment of aneurysms
with challenging morphology and locations.1
are effective and have complication rates similar to other
traditional techniques either alone or together with coil

safety endpoint is major stroke in treated vascular territory

embolisation. Pipeline devices came to market in Europe

or neurological death.6

2

to reduce ischaemic complications.3
this family of devices is Pipeline Vantage with higher pore

deploy, and can be re-sheathed to optimise its placement

density and thinner structure.4
cobalt chromium alloy and platinum wires with a synthetic

stroke, prompt recanalisation with tissue plasminogen
activator and mechanical thrombectomy have transformed

7,8

biomimetic and non-thrombogenic qualities that improve
proved effectiveness up to 6 hours and subsequently to 16

the haemocompatibility of the device.7 Pre-clinical data

hours with improved outcomes and decreased mortality.

show that this coating reduces thrombin generation, platelet
activation,7 and neointimal hyperplasia.

st

launched in Europe in 2012. During the last decade these
devices have been improved with development of the latest
of this device is Solitaire X 3 mm which broadens treatment
procedure now beckons beyond the large vessels to medium
and distal vessels. Investigator initiated studies are already
formally investigating these questions.
INSPIRE Registry – results from a 400-cohort treated
with Pipeline Flex with Shield technology
Istvan Szikora*
INSPIRE is a post-market, prospective, observational, single-

vertebral, basilar, and internal carotid artery. Others

arm, multi-centre patient registry to evaluate the effectiveness
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communicating, middle cerebral, and posterior cerebral
comparison with previous results using the Pipeline device.
10

the earlier study with Pipeline Shield

3

or neurological death in the Shield and INSPIRE studies.
use could not be determined because the antiplatelet was
selected by the operators and in most cases, it included
in the registry once the necessary data are available.
devices, and three were treated with three devices. In
Pipeline Flow Diversion Reimagined: early clinical
experience with the fourth generation Pipeline Vantage
Riitta Rautio
Dr. Rautio presented seven of the cases that she and her team
Core lab adjudicated complete aneurysm occlusion was

have treated with Pipeline Vantage with Shield technology at

was comparable across all aneurysm sizes, although higher

technology has either 48 or 64 cobalt chromium wires with

Retreatment due to incomplete occlusion was performed
sised to improve aneurysm occlusion rates due to reduced
of stenosis could not be properly determined. Regarding

4

Shield technology is the same as described by Dr Szikora.
Rist was the radial artery access system used in many of

and with transitions to optimise tracking.11
catheter works well with the Rist diagnostic catheters, even

-

in tortuous anatomy. Due to the device qualities, radial
access is no longer viewed as an alternative, but is now the

of interest within 1 year per the clinical event committee
were major stroke in treated vascular territory or neurolo-

favoured by patients.
to be used in the procedures was based on arterial measurements acquired from 3D rotational angiography data.
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Plus Catheter 120 cm for distal access, Synchro 014 200

Multiplate analyser and if there was low response, prasugrel

opening the device. At the 3-month DSA control, no intima

dosing was increased. During the procedure, activated

hyperplasia nor shrinkage of the aneurysm were observed.

After the procedure, heparinisation was neither antagonised

Case 4

nor maintained. Prasugrel and aspirin were continued for at
communicating artery aneurysm. Retreatment was necessary
or only aspirin was made.
072, Phenom 027 + Synchro 014, and Pipeline Vantage
Case 1
carotid artery aneurysm, previously clipped due to subara-

bances after the procedure. In the MRI performed on
the day of the procedure, two spotlike fresh infarcts were
-

-

rative day without symptoms. At the 3-month DSA control,
the aneurysm was smaller, and some intima hyperplasia
double antiplatelet treatment.

the aneurysm was observed. At the 3-month DSA control the
aneurysm was occluded but there was intimal hyperplasia

Case 5

prescribed to continue clopidogrel and aspirin, and told to

middle cerebral artery aneurysm was successfully clipped,

undergo another DSA control in 3 months.

but the basilar tip aneurysm treated with an intrasaccular

Case 2
66-year-old patient with an incidental right paraophthalmic

achieved. At the 3-month DSA control, remarkable contrast

continued to receive prasugrel and aspirin. DSA control data

stagnation was observed in the aneurysm, but no shrinkage.

are not available.

undergo another DSA control in 3 months.

Case 6
36-year-old patient with an incidental supraophthalmic

Case 3
66-year-old patient with two middle cerebral artery

post-deployment contrast stagnation was observed in the
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aneurysm. No control imaging performed yet.

designed to reach and treat smaller blood vessels and
potentially more distal locations. It is similar to the previous

Case 7

versions in its parametric design, platinum marker visibility
along its length, push wire length of 200 cm, microcatheter

cerebral artery aneurysm with remarkable swelling around

to 3 mm, it can be delivered through a .017” microcatheter

microcatheters, it has a tapered introducer sheath, and a
opened nicely and contrast stagnation in the aneurysm was

anything longer becomes problematic in the distal vessels as
procedural versatility because it is designed for a lower clot
force with greater diameter .027” microcatheters.

Dr. Rautio and her team have treated more than 10 cases to
Remarkably, vessel movement during retrieval is minimised

opening was fast and reliable, and the device does not ‘drop
down’ (other devices might fall from the desired distal posi-

retriever being pulled out could potentially cause haemor-

tioning despite visible wall apposition while the operator

rhagic complications. As demonstrated by in vitro tests, the
deformation of blood vessels during Solitaire X retrieval

manipulation were needed when opening the device and

is diminished, possibly due to its parametric design and

it was not mandatory to go through the device to pick it

adverse events such as asymptomatic subarachnoid haemor-

enabled endovascular aneurysm treatment in previously
distal and untreatable anatomic locations, aneurysms

Clinical cases1
Case 1

with Rist guiding catheter worked well but it needed distal
support. Visibility remained unchanged relative to previous

facial droop. On imaging, the patient had multiple clearly

versions of the device.

embolic infarcts and had distal anterior and middle cerebral
artery occlusions with favourable perfusion, preserved

New Frontiers in Neurointervention: Solitaire 3 mm
Adnan Siddiqui
model of a family of stent retrievers that have been pivotal
in the transition of stroke intervention from medical to

1
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retrieval in distal locations.

aneurysms. Similarly, studies are beginning to systematically
evaluate the value of mechanical thrombectomy in medium
and distal vessels.
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